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HOLIDAYS ON ICE collects six of David Sedaris's most profound Christmas stories into one slender

volume, perfect for use as a last-minute coaster or ice scraper. This drinking man's companion can

be enjoyed by the warmth of a raging fire, the glow of a brilliantly decorated tree, or even in the

backseat of a van or police car. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.
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The stories in this book have all been previously published, so if you're a fan of the author, they

won't be new to you. I don't usually seek out "humor" books, since many of them seem to take the

business of being funny way too seriously. So I've been seeing references to Sedaris for years, but

never read any of his stuff. My loss. If these stories are typical, he's both funny and thoughtful,

which is a nice combination.The opening story "SantaLand Diaries" is the story that put this author

on the map when it was read on NPR. It's the sort of "autobiographical fiction" (i.e. based on his life,

but exaggerated for comic effect) that Sedaris does so beautifully. It's a classic.Sedaris admits to

some exaggeration, so maybe writing stories about holidays is a natural fit for his talents. Americans

take their celebrations very seriously indeed, with the result that observing behavior during holidays

is even more entertaining than observing behavior the rest of the time. Holidays bring out the crazy

in all of us. Ask any cop or ER nurse or Mall Santa. Even normal people go whack-o.I loved the

Christmas letters that spiral out of control. I howled at the critiques of children's holiday productions.

Naturally, your own offspring (or grandchildren, nieces, nephews, etc) are charming, talented, and

delightful, but who the hell thought we'd want to watch those other boring brats?But my favorites



were "Dinah the Christmas Whore" and "Let It Snow" because of the glimpses into the strange

family that shaped this author's twisted outlook on life. His family may have been "Southern by the

Grace of Greyhound" but they fit right in. Anyone who grew up in a dysfunctional family will

recognize the characters and situations. Those of you who grew up in a normal family don't know

what you missed.I think most of these stories are ones I would enjoy re-reading and the collection is

a great introduction to this author's writing. After all, this is a man who's been called "one of the

funniest writers alive." By The Economist. And if people who write about the economy don't know

great humor when they see, I can't imagine who does.

I love David Sedaris. I bought this book so that I would have a hard-copy to get signed when we

saw him at a reading in York, PA. Imagine my surprise when I get this book in the mail and it had

already been signed by David to someone named Christine. Well, I'm not Christine but yahoo! a

book for less than a buck that is already signed? SIGN ME UP!!!The great thing about Holidays on

Ice is FIRST listening to him read it. THEN read it yourself. ANd you can hear his voice in your head

reading it. That's what I do. I imagine his voice reading it and it makes it that much more funny.

Funnier ?I took it to the reading, and he re-signed it. I love him. He's so wee. You just want to wrap

him up and take him home and make him tell you funny things.

I like David Sedaris. His off-beat humor matches up with what I think is funny. I don't like it so much

when he ventures into fiction, although I have to admit his Six to Eight Black Men and The Cow and

the Turkey were spot on. The Monster Mash just didn't click with me, but the SantaLand Diaries was

worth the price of the book.Sedaris is meant to be heard, and I can hear his voice reading these

short stories as I read them. His unique speaking voice and writing voice are unmistakable. Nobody

sound just like David Sedaris. Funny and poignant, both voices combine into a reading experience

like none other.

As someone who gets depressed this time of year, and I know I'm not alone in this - this is my

antidepressant! How can I be sad at all the signs of Christmas while I'm laughing my butt off with

David Sedaris as an elf with me? Best to listen to it read by Sedaris himself, (he reads his work SO

well!) but I have heard it so many times that when I read it I can almost hear him speaking in my

head. I used to listen to it on the car between Thanksgiving and New Year's, and it really helped.

Buy it for the people you know who get sad or just don't like this time of year!!! I do have a complaint

with  though - my copy, shipped along with another book, arrived bent! I'll try weighing it down with a



stack of heavy books to weigh it down and hopefully straighten it out, but they should have shipped

it differently - maybe between 2 sheets of heavy cardboard or something. But I highly recommend

the book - one of the funniest I've ever read!!!!

I have never read any by this author before but have heard about him for years. With the Christmas

season in full swing and a bit overloaded with "sweet" holiday reads, this seemed the perfect tonic.

A collection of stories that is largely entertaining, I didn't find them to be absolutely hilarious as

others have but I did find them interesting and enjoyable. The first story appears to be the most

widely known and relates the experience of working in retail as an elf during the holidays. Anyone

who has worked in the retail industry will appreciate it. While I enjoyed most of them tremendously,

there was one story that turned my stomach and I wish I had skipped it. The story starts out

innocently enough as a parody of the typical, annual Christmas letter distributed by many but it

slowly decends into ugly and then takes a turn that was repulsive to me. I wish it had not been

included since it spoiled an otherwise good collection of stories.Definitely worth a read with that one

exception.
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